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Abstract

This paper investigates active learning to im-
prove statistical machine translation (SMT)
for low-resource language pairs, i.e., when
there is very little pre-existing parallel text.
Since generating additional parallel text to
train SMT may be costly, active sampling se-
lects the sentences from a monolingual cor-
pus which if translated would have maximal
positive impact in training SMT models. We
investigate different strategies such as den-
sity and diversity preferences as well as multi-
strategy methods such as modified version of
DUAL and our new ensemble approach GraD-
UAL. These result in significant BLEU-score
improvements over strong baselines when par-
allel training data is scarce.

1 Introduction

Large scale parallel data generation for new lan-
guage pairs requires intensive human effort and
availability of experts. Only a few languages in the
world enjoy sustained research interest and continu-
ous financial support for development of automatic
translation systems. For most remaining languages
there is very small interest or funding available.
Therefore it becomes immensely difficult and costly
to provide Statistical Machine Translation (SMT)
systems for such languages.

In this paper we resort to Active Learning (AL)
techniques for building MT systems for minority
languages. In active learning, the learner has access
to a large pool of unlabeled data and sometimes a
small portion of seed labeled data. Therefore the

objective of an active learner is to rank a set of in-
stances in an optimal manner for an external ora-
cle to label them so as to provide maximal benefit
to the learner. Annotations in MT can be of var-
ious kinds depending upon the paradigm of trans-
lation. In our case since we work with a Statistical
Machine Translation system (SMT), our annotations
are to seek target-language translation for a source-
language sentence. We propose a novel query strat-
egy, Density Weighted Diversity Sampling (DWDS)
which focuses on both diversity and density metrics
in selecting a sentence. Our approach works signifi-
cantly better than other baselines, as reported in our
experiments section.

We also explored multiple active learning query
strategies for the task of sentence selection. We
observe that some methods perform well in initial
phases where very few instances have been sam-
pled, while others perform better in later operat-
ing ranges upon substantial sampling. For instance,
density estimation methods (Nguyen and Smeul-
ders, 2004) perform well with minimal labeled data
since they sample from maximal-density unlabeled
regions, and thus build an MT model that is capable
of translating majority of the remaining unlabeled
data. On the other hand, diversity sampling method
focuses more on improving recall by favoring un-
seen words irrespective of their representativeness
in the data. With awareness of the performance of a
query strategy under a particular operating range we
propose multi-strategy query methods that can do a
better job of performing well under a larger oper-
ating range by selecting optimal query strategy for
different operating ranges.
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We consider two different strategies for sentence
selection in MT, that have varying returns in dif-
ferent phases of translation. The first method is
our density oriented approach (DWDS), which fo-
cuses on maximally-dense n-grams in the unlabeled
data. The second method is a Diversity sampling
(DIV) approach which focuses on n-grams that are
different from those already present in the labeled
data. Inspired by the work in (Donmez et al., 2007),
we propose a multi-strategy approach (DUAL) to
switching from a DWDS to a DIV strategy. While
(Donmez et al., 2007) switch from a density focused
to an uncertainty focused strategy, we use a diver-
sity focused approach. Uncertainty of a model has
been used as a successful active learning strategy
(Lewis and Catlett, 1994). For the task of transla-
tion, we choose diversity as a strategy instead of ’un-
certainty’ as our experiments show that diversity is
much faster to compute and the performance is very
similar to uncertainty sampling approach. Com-
puting uncertainty of a statistical translation model
requires retraining of the model across iterations,
which is time consuming. We also extend the DUAL
approach and propose a novel ensemble approach
called GraDUAL. While DUAL estimates a switch
over point to transit to a second querying strategy,
GraDUAL chooses an operating range in which it
performs a gradual switch over. In the switch over
range, we perform a dynamically weighted interpo-
lation for sampling under the two approaches in con-
sideration. This ensures a smooth transition from
one strategy to the other and is robust to noise that
may false project one query strategy to be better than
the other.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
section 3 we present our framework for active learn-
ing in SMT and discuss our sentence selection algo-
rithm. Section 4 describes DUAL, a multi-strategy
approach that focuses on switching between two
strategies. Section 5 discusses GraDUAL, another
hybrid approach that addresses some of the issues
with DUAL. Section 6 presents experiments and re-
sults on Spanish-English language pair. We con-
clude with discussion of related work in Section 2.

2 Related Work

Active learning has been applied to various fields of
Natural Language Processing like statistical parsing,
entity recognition among others (Hwa, 2004; Steed-
man et al., 2003; Shen et al., 2004). In case of MT,
the potential of active learning has remained largely
unexplored. For SMT, application of active learning
has been focused on the task of selecting the most
informative sentences to train the model, in order
to reduce cost of data acquisition. Recent work in
this area discussed multiple query selection strate-
gies for a Statistical Phrase Based Translation sys-
tem (Haffari et al., 2009). Their framework requires
source text to be translated by the system and the
translated data is used in a self-training setting to
train MT models. (Gangadharaiah et al., 2009) use
a pool-based strategy that maximizes a measure of
expected future improvement, to sample instances
from a large parallel corpus. Their goal is to se-
lect the most informative sentence pairs to build an
MT system, and hence they assume the existence
of target-side translations along with the source-side
sentences. We however are interested in selecting
most informative sentences to reduce the effort and
cost involved in translation.

(Eck et al., 2005) use a weighting scheme to select
more informative sentences, wherein the importance
is estimated using unseen n-grams in previously se-
lected sentences. Although our selection strategy
has a density based motivation similar to theirs, we
augment this by adding a diminishing effect to dis-
courage the domination of density and favor unseen
n-grams. Our approach, therefore, naturally works
well in pool-based active learning strategy when
compared to (Eck et al., 2005). In case of instance-
based active learning, both approaches work compa-
rably, with our approach working slightly better.

Ensemble approaches have been proposed in ac-
tive learning literature and have been successfully
applied to classification tasks (Melville and Mooney,
2004; Freund et al., 1997). Trading off between
density and uncertainty has been the focus of sev-
eral of these active learning strategies (McCallum
and Nigam, 1998; Nguyen and Smeulders, 2004).
(Baram et al., 2004) propose an online algorithm to
select among multiple strategies and decide the strat-
egy to be used for each iteration. Most notably our
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approach is inspired from the DUAL approach pro-
posed in (Donmez et al., 2007), where the authors
differ from earlier ensemble approaches by not fo-
cusing on selecting the best strategy for the entire
task, but by switching between multiple strategies
over different ranges. Ensemble methods for active
learning in MT have not been explored to our knowl-
edge. (Haffari et al., 2009) address an interesting
technique of combining multiple query strategies for
the task of sentence selection. Tuning the weights
of combination and optimizing towards translation
quality is computationally expensive, and their ap-
proach does not perform better than the best per-
forming single strategy approach.

3 Active Learning for Machine Translation

We now discuss our general framework for active
learning in SMT and then discuss the sentence selec-
tion approach we use to pick informative sentences.

3.1 Active Learning Setup

We start with an unlabeled dataset U0 = {fj} and
a seed labeled dataset L0 = {(fj , ej)}, where la-
bels are translations. We then score all the sentences
in the U0 according to our selection strategy and re-
trieve the best scoring sentence or a small batch of
sentences. This sentence is translated and the sen-
tence pair is added to the labeled set L0. However,
re-training and re-tuning an SMT system after trans-
lating every single sentence is computationally inef-
ficient and may not have a significant effect on the
underlying models. We, therefore continue to se-
lect a batch of N sentences before retraining the sys-
tem on newly created labeled set Lk=1. Our frame-
work for active learning in SMT is discussed in Al-
gorithm 1.

3.2 Sentence Selection

Our sentence selection strategy to be independent of
the underlying SMT system or the models and has
been shown to perform well (Ambati et al., 2010).
For the sake of comprehensiveness we discuss the
approach here as well. We use only monolingual
data U and bilingual corpus L to select sentences.
This makes our approach applicable to any corpus-
based MT paradigm and system, even though we test
with SMT. The basic units of an SMT system are

Algorithm 1 ACTIVE LEARNING FOR SMT
1: Given Labeled Data Set : L0

2: Given Unlabeled Data Set: U0

3: for k = 0 to T do

4: for i = 0 to N do

5: si = Query(Ui,Li)
6: ti = Human Translation for si
7: Sk = Sk ∪ (si, ti)
8: end for

9: Uk+1 = Uk - Sk

10: Lk+1 = Lk ∪ Sk

11: Re-train MT system on Lk+1

12: end for

phrases and therefore we measure the informative-
ness of a sentence in terms of the consisting phrases
. Our scoring strategy is shown in equation below.
We select sentences that have the most representa-
tive n-grams and have not yet been seen in the bilin-
gual corpus. Representativeness or the ‘density’ of
a sentence is computed by P (x|U) as relative like-
lihood estimates of the n-gram x in the unlabeled
monolingual data. We also introduce a decay on the
density of an n-gram based on its frequency in the
labeled data. Novelty or ‘uncertainty’ is computed
as the number of new phrases that a sentence has to
offer. We compute the final score of a sentence as
the harmonic mean of both these metrics with a tun-
able parameter ‘β’, that helps us balance the novelty
and density factors. We choose β = 1 and λ = 1
for our current experiments. Thus far we have only
considered n-grams of size upto 3.

d(s) =

∑Phrases(s)
x P (x|U) ∗ e−λcount(x|L)

|Phrases(S)|

u(s) =

∑Phrases(s)
x α

|Phrases(s)|

α =

{
1 x /∈ Phrases(L)
0

Score(s) =
(1 + β2)d(s) ∗ u(s)

β2d(s) + u(s)

4 DUAL Strategy

Let us consider the DWDS approach in more de-
tail. It has two components for scoring a sentence
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Figure 1: Density vs Diversity performance curves

S, a density component d(s) and a diversity compo-
nent u(s) as mentioned in the previous section. The
DWDS approach favors those sentences that contain
dense n-grams and thus has the largest contribution
to the improvement of translation quality. Combin-
ing diversity with density of the underlying data is
a well known ensemble technique in active learning
that improves performance (Nguyen and Smeulders,
2004). Now consider DIV selection criteria that fa-
vors sentences with unseen n-grams. Such a method
is prone to selecting uncommon sentences that add
very little information to the translation model.

Figure 1 displays the translation performance of
‘DWDS’ and ‘DIV’ on a held-out dataset as mea-
sured in BLEU vs size of labeled training data
in words. One observation is that DWDS, after
rapid initial gains exhibits very slow incremental im-
provements. Diversity sampling shows continuous
and consistent improvements over a longer operat-
ing range. We computed overlap of instances se-
lected by the two methods and found that there is a
very low overlap, showing that there is significant
disagreement in sentence selection by the two ap-
proaches.

In the initial phases of evolution of an MT sys-
tem, there is very little or no labeled data, hence
every sentence is highly diverse. DWDS can pick
high density sentences which may have been scored
lower by the DIV technique. As more data is la-
beled, explicitly dense sentences may not be found
anymore. Therefore, DWDS may score sentences
with moderate density higher than the sentences
with high diversity, there by making this criterion
suboptimal. It is this weakness that we would like to

address using the DUAL approach.
DUAL approach has been applied successfully

for text classification problems in (Donmez et al.,
2007). We adapt this approach to the task of MT.
DUAL approach performs sentence selection using
DWDS until a certain switching point is reached.
A switching point is that point in the learning pro-
cess, beyond which DWDS approach tends to pro-
vide only slow improvements. In other words, at a
switching point we observe the density component
of DWDS dominating the diversity component. Be-
yond the switching point, we use DIV active learn-
ing strategy for sentence selection. Algorithm 3 pro-
vides details of the DUAL approach.

Algorithm 2 ITERATION

1: Given Unlabeled Data Set: Uk

2: Given Labeled Data Set : Lk

3: for i = 0 to N do

4: si = Query(Ui,Li)
5: ti = Human Translation for si
6: Sk = Sk ∪ (si, ti)
7: end for

8: Uk+1 = Uk - Sk

9: Lk+1 = Lk ∪ Sk

10: Re-train MT system on Lk+1

Algorithm 3 DUAL APPROACH

1: Given Unlabeled Data Set: U0

2: Given Labeled Data Set : L0

3: k = 0
4: SWITCH = false
5: while SWITCH = false do

6: Query = DWDS
7: ITERATION(Ui,Li)
8: β = Compute TTR(Uk,Lk)
9: if β > δ then

10: k = k + 1
11: SWITCH = true
12: end if

13: end while

14: for k = k to T do

15: Query = DIVERSITY
16: ITERATION(Ui,Li)
17: end for
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4.1 Switching Point

Estimation of the switching point is the key to the
success of DUAL approach. Switching too early
may take away the benefit of DWDS approach, and
switching too late may not yield the benefits of DIV
sampling approach.

Let us first consider an ideal scenario for switch-
ing where we have access to the learning curves
from DWDS and DIV, like the ones shown in Fig-
ure 1. Looking at the curves , one natural choice
for a switching point is where the slope of DWDS
learning curve drops lower than the DIV learning
curve. As our experiments later show, this switching
point does in fact perform well in terms of transla-
tion quality.

The problem with this above approach is that it as-
sumes availability of both the curves that have been
produced independently. A learning curve here is
over the number of translations on x-axis and the di-
rect improvement in translation quality on y-axis as
measured by BLEU metric for MT evaluation. In
order to compute such a curve we need to select a
batch of sentences using a querying strategy, trans-
late the batch (or a subset), retrain and retest on held
out dataset to observe the gradient of improvement
across iterations. This is not feasible as we will
be spending twice the amount of cost and also re-
train the MT system twice. Although computation
is not an issue, doubling the cost is unacceptable.
Hence, we would like to identify the switching point
by an approximation of the translation improvement,
which is easy to compute.

We propose a surrogate metric based on types and
token ratios that are computed only using source
sentences of the labeled data. Type vs token curves
indicate growth of vocabulary of the corpus. We use
such curves to understand the effects of ‘Density’
and ‘Diversity’ in active learning based sentence se-
lection. Figure 2 shows such a curve on the Spanish-
English dataset. Density based approaches place an
emphasis on the distribution of the data , and there-
fore provide a larger coverage for tokens. At the
same time, the diversity focused component ensures
aggregation of new types.

We propose a metric called ‘type-token ra-
tio’(TTR) that highlights the balance between the to-
kens and types of the unlabeled data, which are rep-

Figure 2: TTR curves for Spanish-English

resented in a corpus selected using an active learning
querying method. We can compute such a metric as
shown below.

Typk(Lk, U0) =

∑Phrases(U0)
x α

‖Phrases(U0)‖

α =

{
1 x ∈ Phrases(Lk)
0

Tokk(Lk, U0) =
‖Phrases(Lk) ∩ Phrases(U0)‖

‖Phrases(U0)‖
TTRk(Lk, U0) =

2 ∗ Typk ∗ Tokk
(Typk + Tokk)

It is inexpensive to compute TTR curves for both
the DWDS and DIV query methods. The switching
point is chosen where the slope of DWDS curve is
lower than the DIV curve by a margin, shown as a
constraint below. We set δ to be a very small num-
ber, 0.02 in our experiments.

Δ(DWDSk) > Δ(DIVk) + δ (1)

5 GraDUAL Approach

One of the problem with DUAL is that the success of
the method depends largely on the robust estimation
of the switching point. This is not robust in cases
where noise may cause a temporary dip in the slope
of the TTR curve for DWDS. Noise can cause a false
switching from one strategy to another, even when
it is not the right sampling strategy to be exploited.
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Given the multiple factors and parameters in train-
ing an MT system, it is natural to expect such insta-
ble behavior in the initial phases of the system. We
therefore propose a different hybrid strategy called
’GraDUAL’, which gradually switches from DWDS
to DIV strategies. We do not assume the existence of
a ‘switching point’, but try to estimate a ‘switching
range’ during which the transition between strate-
gies takes place.

GraDUAL approach, as described in 4, is moti-
vated from the concept of ‘exploration vs. exploita-
tion’. This approach exploits the sampling strategy
that is evidently better in a given range. We compute
the slope of the TTR curve between two consecutive
iterations as Δ. A positive and increasing slope in-
dicates good performance of the approach. When
comparing two different TTR curves we will have
operating ranges where the slopes do not project a
clear winner. In such cases, GraDUAL approach
suggests sampling from both strategies, with a grad-
ual shift towards the second technique. The rate of
shift is controlled by the parameter f(β). In our cur-
rent work we use a constant f(β) = 0.8 to sam-
ple 80% from the best performing strategy and 20%
from the second. We are experimenting with other
functions for f(β).

β = Abs(Δ(DWDS)−Δ(DIV ))

α =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1 β > δ
0 β < δ
f(β)

Score(s) = αDWDS(s) + (1− α)DIV (s)

Algorithm 4 GRADUAL APPROACH

1: Given Labeled Data Set : L0

2: Given Unlabeled Data Set: U0

3: β = 1
4: for k = 0 to T do

5: Query method = GraDUAL
6: β = Compute Ratio(Uk,Lk)
7: ITERATION(Ui,Li,β)
8: end for

Figure 3: Spanish-English results:Single-Strategy

6 Experiments

6.1 Setup

We perform our experiments on the Spanish-English
language pair in order to simulate a resource-poor
language pair. We have parallel corpora and eval-
uation data sets for the Spanish-English language
pair allowing us to run multiple experiments effi-
ciently. We use BTEC parallel corpus (Takezawa et
al., 2002) from the IWSLT tasks with 127K sentence
pairs. We use the standard Moses pipeline (Koehn et
al., 2007) for extraction, training and tuning our sys-
tem. We built an SRILM language model using En-
glish data consisting of 1.6M words. While exper-
imenting with data sets of varying size, we do not
vary the language model. The weights of the dif-
ferent translation features are tuned using standard
MERT (Och, 2003). Our development set consists
of 506 sentences and test set consists of 343 sen-
tences. We report results on the test set.

6.2 Results: AL for MT

We first test the performance of our active learning
sentence selection strategy. We start with an initial
system trained on 1000 sentence pairs. We then train
the system iteratively on datasets of increasing size.
In each iteration, we first selectively sample 1000
Spanish sentences from source side of the entire cor-
pus. We simulate human translation in our experi-
ment, as we already have access to the translations
from the BTEC corpus. We then retrain, tune and
test the system to complete the iteration.

We compare our results with two strong baselines.
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First is a random baseline, where sentence pairs are
sampled at random from the unlabeled dataset. Ran-
dom baselines are strong as they tend to simulate the
underlying data distribution when sampled in large
numbers. The second baseline is where we select
data based on the order it appears in BTEC corpus.
As seen in Figure 3, our active learning strategy per-
forms better than the two baselines. The x-axis in the
graph is the number of words of parallel data used
for training the system, and y-axis shows perfor-
mance as measured by BLEU on a held out dataset.
One way to read the results is that for the same
amount of parallel sentences used, active learning
helps to select more informative sentences and hence
achieves better performance. Alternatively, we can
understand this as follows. Given an MT system,
active learning strategy uses less number of sen-
tences to reach a desired accuracy, thereby reduc-
ing cost of acquiring data. For the same amount of
data trained on, DWDS selection strategy achieves 2
BLEU points higher than random selection strategy.
Another observation from the curve is that DWDS
achieves 30.5 BLEU points on a held out test set by
training on about 27% less data than random selec-
tion.

6.3 Results: Hybrid AL approaches

We evaluate our multi-strategy approaches and
present results. We first compare the robustness of
our surrogate metric based switching strategy with
‘oracle switching’. Figure 4 shows results on devel-
opment set when switching using BLEU score based
learning curves. An oracle then visually inspects and
selects an iteration to switch where the DWDS learn-
ing curve’s slope is lower than that of the DIV learn-
ing curve by a margin. We compare this with results
from executing the DUAL approach using our sur-
rogate metric, TTR, to decide the switching point.
We observe that switching using feedback from TTR
works on par with BLEU, and is also easier to com-
pute. We therefore report experiments with multi-
strategy approaches using the TTR surrogate.

In Figure 5 we compare DUAL and GraDUAL ap-
proaches to our best performing active learning strat-
egy DWDS and also DIV. When considered inde-
pendently, AL approaches have a disadvantage that
they are hindered by the selection of data made in
the earlier iterations. The point of switching strate-

Figure 4: BLEU vs Surrogate comparison on Devset

gies is that the second strategy can build on top of
better selections made by its predecessor. The re-
sults show a similar trend. We observe that both our
multi-strategy approaches that include DIV switch-
ing strategy perform significantly better than the two
baseline approaches even when DIV does not do
better than DWDS in isolation. From the results
it can also be seen that although GraDUAL and
DUAL perform comparably, GraDUAL displays a
smoother transition from one strategy to the other.
Overall, using multi-strategy ensemble approaches
we have shown that MT systems can reach sig-
nificantly better performance while requiring much
lower amounts of data. At different points on the
curves, prior to convergence, we have performed
bootstrapped sampling based significance tests with
the baseline and see that the p-value varies between
0.02 and 0.11 (averaging at 0.06). So the reported
results are statistically indicative and with a larger
experiment (more observations) should prove statis-
tically significant.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have addressed three issues. We
proposed active learning sentence selection strategy
for Statistical Machine Translation whose perfor-
mance is comparable to the state-of-art approaches.
We improved our best performing AL strategy by
a modified version of the DUAL (Donmez et al.,
2007) approach and a novel and robust GraDUAL
approach. We experimented our approaches on
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Figure 5: Spanish-English results: Multi-Strategy

Spanish-English language pair and have shown sig-
nificant improvements. In future we would like to
improve on our surrogate based ‘switching point’
identification. We would also like to deploy our
active learning approaches in developing MT sys-
tems for other language pairs and domains. Active
learning for MT has not yet been explored in its
full potential. Much of the literature and this pa-
per, have explored one task - selecting sentences to
translate and add to the training corpus. We would
like to explore other tasks that have value in con-
text of an SMT system such as, translation of indi-
vidual words or phrases, hand-generation of word
alignments, corrections of system-generated trans-
lations. We would also like to apply our ensemble
query selection strategies to these tasks as well.
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